“The ScholarsArchive@JWU demonstrates Johnson & Wales University’s long-standing commitment to technological innovation in the academy. Serving as a portal for faculty writing and research, undergraduate scholarship and the library’s special collections, it brings the best of our institution to a global audience. With the advent of this online repository, I’ve been able to share my own research – and that of JWU students – far more broadly, while meeting digital age expectations for accessible and reliable information.”

— Michael Fein, Ph.D., Associate Professor and Director of the Johnson & Wales University Honors Program
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What is the ScholarsArchive@JWU?

ScholarsArchive@JWU is a web-based, searchable, open access publishing platform hosted by Johnson & Wales University Library. It makes publications and creative works freely accessible to anyone with access to the internet, providing a simple way for the university to preserve and showcase scholarship within a single, OCR-compliant site.

Open Access Publishing & Copyright

Submitting scholarship or other unique creative work to the ScholarsArchive@JWU asserts copyright ownership and allows authors to perpetually link to their output. In addition, Creative Commons licensing may be used to allow others to share the works without seeking an author's permission. Otherwise ‘fair use’ principles are the default standard applied to these materials.

Contributing previously published works to an institutional repository such as the ScholarsArchive@JWU is allowed by many publishers, while posting these works to a personal webpage might not be permitted. It is the responsibility of the author to review known contractual obligations with a publisher prior to submitting a previously published work to the ScholarsArchive@JWU however the library will provide assistance as requested.

Benefits of Contributing

- Citation impact: Articles published in repositories are more visible, more accessible, have greater impact, and are cited more frequently.
- Google and the ScholarsArchive@JWU software work together to maximize visibility of archived materials.
- Repositories offer powerful parallel distribution channels that complement print publishing and can ensure both the long term preservation and accessibility of scholarly work.
- Permanent URLs for easier dissemination
- Copyrights remain with the author
- Download-statistics reports can be delivered to authors automatically
- No maintenance by authors required

How is scholarship defined at Johnson & Wales University?

It includes traditional research as well as output associated with applied professional knowledge, pedagogical practice, and forms of creativity intended to make connections across disciplines or foster growth and change within a specific field of practice. The critical components of scholarship at Johnson & Wales are:

Goals — Scholarship and its results are based on pre-stated purposes or defined objectives and focused on important questions.

Preparation/Background of Scholar — Scholarship is based on a deep rather than a casual understanding of a field or fields. A scholar possesses skills/knowledge in the field or fields, and scholarship references existing professional/practical literature or documented practice knowledge.

Methods — Scholarship relies on effectively applied methods which can be replicated and are appropriate to the pre-defined objectives of the work.

Significant Results — Scholarship typically results in the achievement of the work's goals, and the results make a significant contribution, often opening new questions or areas for future exploration.

Dissemination — Scholarship is disseminated through professional networks and venues; as such it is typically peer reviewed, has a professional style and is both clearly and honestly presented.

Context — Scholarship is contextual to the field or fields in which it is conducted, whereby each discipline defines the approach to goals and significance, standards for preparation and methods, presentation of results, as well as venues for dissemination.